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Photoluminescence processes in SimGen superlattices
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We have studied at low temperatures the near band-edge photoluminescence in SimGen strained layer
superlattices grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on step-graded alloy buffers. The excitation density depen-
dence and the time decay of the photoluminescence identify the origin of the no-phonon transitions in Si6Ge4

and Si9Ge6 strained layer superlattices. At high excitation powers, recombination due to localized excitons
dominates, whereas at low excitation powers a faster decay of bound excitons localized to impurities prevails.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The growth and properties of SimGen strained layer super
lattices ~SLS! on Si has attracted intense interest, not o
because of the technological prospects of band-gap engin
ing and possible Si-based optoelectronic devices, but
due to the physics of pseudodirect band-gap systems.1 The
tremendous progress in the growth of high quality strain
epitaxial layers by molecular-beam epitaxy led recently
convincing evidence for a pseudodirect band gap in SimGen
SLS.2–5 In particular, the drastic reduction of the dislocatio
density by step-graded buffer layers and the sharp interfa
generated by the surfactant technique were crucial for
enhanced light emission in the near-infrared region. The
terband optical transition in SimGen SLS was interpreted as
direct transition between the new minibands created by z
folding.6,7 The experimental observations led to many the
retical studies, which showed that a quasidirect band gap
be realized in SimGen SLS, if the Si layers are under tensi
strain.7–10 Experimentally, this was realized by growing
SimGen SLS on a relaxed SixGe12x buffer layer. Some con-
troversy existed regarding the origin of the intense photo
minescence~PL! peak in earlier Si6Ge4 SLS samples tha
usually contained high dislocation densities.3 Nowadays, it is
possible to grow high quality samples with a low dislocati
density on completely relaxed alloy buffers with step-grad
Ge concentration. The pronounced increase in the PL in
sity at the same transition energy in samples with low dis
cation densities is a clear argument against the sugge
that the PL originates from dislocations in the SimGen
SLS.11,12 Until recently, little was known about the optica
properties of the SLS, but the discovery of well-resolv
near band-gap transitions makes PL a standard techniqu
characterize and study the optical properties of SimGen SLS
structures.3,4 One of the contentious issues regarding the
processes involves the origin of band-edge recombina
processes. In relaxed, bulk SiGe alloys, well-resolved f
exciton~FE!, bound exciton~BE!, and also excitons trappe
by random potential fluctuations, known as localized ex
tons ~LE!, were reported.13 The localized excitons were ex
tensively studied in other alloy semiconductors.14,15 Lenchy-
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shyn and co-workers observed photoluminescence from
and LE in SixGe12x epitaxial layers.16 Band-edge transitions
that were related to LE and BE~or FE! recombination were
also reported in Si-SixGe12x-Si thin quantum wells.17 Menc-
zigar et al., have observed similar band-edge no-phon
~NP! transitions in SimGen SLS and from a line-shape analy
sis they attributed the optical transition to a L
recombination.4 However, a detailed analysis of the possib
recombination processes is still missing. In the present pa
we study in detail the mechanism of PL processes at var
excitation conditions in two SimGen SLS. Depending on the
excitation power, two distinct types of spectra are observ
Under high excitation conditions the characteristic LE li
shape due to the exponential density-of-states is detected
low excitation powers the line shape is in agreement wit
BE recombination. A range of excitation intensities exis
where one observes a superposition of both BE and LE s
tra. The excitation power dependence of the PL spectra a
with the time decay of the PL confirm the two different r
combination processes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The SimGem SLS structures were grown on a buffer lay
in a Si-MBE system. The SLS structures contain six mon
layers of Si followed by four monolayers of Ge (Si6Ge4) or
nine monolayers of Si followed by six monolayers of G
(Si9Ge6). The buffer layer consists of an 100-nm Si lay
grown at 600 °C, followed by a step-graded allo
Si12y(z)Gey(z) layer with a thickness of 650 nm. The G
content in the step-graded buffer layer was varied stepw
with Dy/d53%/50 nm, the growth temperature was d
creased from 600 °C to 520 °C. Finally, ontop of the ste
graded buffer layer a 500 nm thick Si0.6Ge0.4 alloy layer
follows, which was grown at 520 °C. The superlattice stru
ture consists of 110 periods with an entire thickness
roughly 150 nm for Si6Ge4 and 100 periods with a thicknes
of roughly 215 nm for Si9Ge6. A monolayer of Sb was de
posited on the buffer layer as surfactant before the growth
the superlattice to enhance the sharpness of the interface
SimGem SLS structures were characterized by cross-sectio
15 625 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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15 626 PRB 61BRIEF REPORTS
transmission electron microscopy~TEM!, x-ray diffraction
~XRD!, and Raman scattering. The dislocation density w
determined by cross-sectional TEM. The period length of
superlattice structures was determined with TEM and XR

The samples were immersed in liquid helium at 4.2 K
at 1.8 K in an optical cryostat. Front surface excitation by
457- or 514-nm lines of an Ar1 ion laser was used. Th
excitation density could be varied from 10mW cm22 to
1 W cm22. The penetration depth of the laser light in th
sample varied from 0.27mm at 457 nm to 2.7mm at 514
nm. An infrared filter was used to block all light shorter th
1000 nm. The PL signal in the wavelength region of 100
1800 nm was dispersed by a 1 mgrating monochromator an
detected with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Ge detector. The
tector signal was amplified in lock-in technique. The spec
response of the system was calibrated to a black body sou
The PL time decay was determined by pulsing the laser w
an acousto-optic modulator. The PL signal was detected
fast photodetector with 5 ns risetime and a transient recor
The time resolution in the whole setup was of the order of
ns.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. General features of the photoluminescence spectra

Figure 1 presents the near band-edge PL spectra of
SLS samples (Si6Ge4 and Si9Ge6). The excitation density
was ;100 m W cm22. The NP transitions are centered
0.882 eV in Si6Ge4 and 0.765 eV in Si9Ge6. The NP peaks
shift as expected towards higher energies with decrea
number of Ge monolayers. The transition energies as a fu
tion of period length (m1n510, m1n515) match well
the results from effective-mass calculations.3,4,7 The addi-

FIG. 1. PL spectra of Si6Ge4 and Si9Ge6 SLS under identical
excitation conditions~laser power5100 mW cm22, T51.8 K,
andlexc.5457 nm). The inset shows the semilog plot of the sa
PL spectra. The low-energy edge of the NP peaks are fitted
straight lines indicating an exponential dependence.
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tional PL signals shown in Fig. 1 detected at 0.831 eV
Si6Ge4 SLS and 0.715 eV in Si6Ge9 SLS are due to
momentum-conserving phonon replicas involving TOSi2Ge

phonons. Similar PL spectra for samples from the same
fers have been reported in Ref. 4 and it has been shown
the origin of the near band-edge PL and dislocation rela
defect lines is different by annealing the SLS structures
high temperatures. In annealed (600 °C) Si6Ge4 SLS the
near band-edge PL lines shift to higher energies due to
interdiffusion of the layers.18 Further annealing of the sampl
at 780 °C results in dislocation relatedD1 andD2 lines.

The insets of Fig. 1 show a semilog plot of the same
spectra. The line shape of the NP peaks evolves from
recombination of excitons trapped at localized sites in
band tails. The lower energy side varies as exp(E/E0) with
E0511.5 meV in Si6Ge4 andE058.5 meV in Si9Ge6. The
same values forE0 are derived from the spectral analysis
the phonon replicas.

B. Variation with excitation power

The NP peaks are found to be a composition of a lo
energy and a high-energy component. Differences in the
citation dependence allow a separation of the two com
nents. Figure 2 shows PL spectra under four differ
excitation densities. A shift of the NP peak with excitatio
and small changes in the line shape are visible. We were
to model the changes in peak position and line shape w
excitation density by using different intensities of the tw
components. At low excitation (I 0;0.1 mW cm22) the
spectra are dominated by the high-energy component; h
excitation densities (1033I 0) are favorable for the low-
energy component. The high-energy component is fitted b
Gaussian line shape and the low-energy component by
typical LE line shape that is given in Ref. 15,

e
th

FIG. 2. Low temperature~1.8 K! PL spectra of a Si9Ge6 SLS~a!
and a Si6Ge4 SLS ~b! for four different excitation conditions with
I0;0.1 mW cm22. Empty circles represent the experimental da
The experimental line shape was fitted by two recombination p
cesses: A Gaussian line~shown by the bigger dash! for the high-
energy component and an LE line shape~shown by smaller dash!
for the low-energy component. All spectra are scaled to show
relative intensities of the two NP components.
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I ~E!}exp~E/E0!F 1

t rad
1g expS Ec2E

kBT D G21

. ~1!

The first factor exp(E/E0) originates from the density-of
states due to potential fluctuations in the SLS and the sec
term describes the radiative recombination efficiency of L
Ec is the mobility edge of the energy states and the hi
energy cutoff for the PL spectra.t rad is the radiative life
time of LE andg is the effective frequency for thermal ex
citation attempts.t rad is determined experimentally, whic
will be described in the next section. We remark that
high-energy peak can also be fitted by a Lorentzian l
shape, but it was found that the Gaussian line shape give
best results. A similar deconvolution~not shown! of the pho-
non replicas gives the same dependence. The ratio of
NP/TO PL intensity for both, the low-energy and the hig
energy component does not depend on the excitation den
The low-energy component lies 9 meV below the hig
energy component in Si6Ge4 and 12 meV in Si9Ge6. This
separation depends weakly on the excitation intensity.
position of the separate components as well as the su
posed NP peak, shift slightly towards higher energies w
excitation densities, due to the increased screening of
potential fluctuations.

The excitation dependence of the PL spectra for Si6Ge4
and Si9Ge6 SLS is shown in more detail in Fig. 3. The N
components increase following the relationI}Pm, whereI is
the integrated PL intensity andP is the laser power density
The high-energy component shows a sublinear depend
of m50.59 for Si6Ge4 andm50.52 for Si9Ge6. The low-
energy NP peak shows almost linear dependence withm
50.9 for Si6Ge4 and m50.82 for Si9Ge6. A sublinear
power dependence is a typical behavior for BE recombi
tion processes. An increasing number of electron-hole p

FIG. 3. Dependence of the integrated PL intensity on excita
power for the low-energy (¹) and high-energy (s) components.
~a! Si6Ge4 SLS and~b! Si9Ge6 SLS.
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leads to a saturation of BE complexes, due to the finite nu
ber of impurities. Recombination of the excitons via pote
tial fluctuations~LE! with a linear power dependence is a
ways possible and the preferred transition at high excita
powers.

C. Time-resolved photoluminescence

Further support for the two NP components in the
spectra comes from time-resolved photoluminescence m
surements. In Fig. 4 the PL decay curves for the Si6Ge4 and
Si9Ge6 samples are given. At low excitation the PL d
creases with a single exponent. As the excitation power
creases another slow component appears and the whole
cay can be fitted with a biexponential function

I 5A exp~2t/t1!1B exp~2t/t2!. ~2!

The spectral resolution of the time-resolved measuremen
poor, due to the weak intensity of the luminescence. The
fore, the time decay of the high-and the low-energy com
nent cannot be determined seperately. However, the inten
dependence of the time decay suggests thatt1 andt2 are the
lifetimes of the high-energy component and the low-ene
component, respectively. We determinet157 ms in Si6Ge4
and 10 ms in Si9Ge6 andt2545 ms in Si6Ge4 and 40 ms
in Si9Ge6. The intensity of the slow decay increases w
excitation intensity and the intensity of the fast decay sa
rates, which is consistent with the excitation density dep
dent PL spectra shown in Fig. 2. A similar biexponential P
decay was already observed in GaAs/AlAs short period
perlattices, there the slower decay was also identified w
the recombination of localized excitons.19

n
FIG. 4. Time decay of the PL from~a! Si6Ge4 and ~b! Si9Ge6

SLS. The PL decay at lower excitation intensities (I 0) is exponen-
tial. As the excitation power is increased (1013I 0) another slow
component appears and the PL decay becomes biexponential.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The behavior of the two NP transitions in SimGen SLS is
very similar to the near band-gap luminescence in bulk Si
layers.13 In these layers a high-energy and a low-ene
component was assigned to BE and LE recombinations
spectively. In low dimensional Si-Ge systems a high-ene
NP component was identified and assigned to
recombinations.16,17 In the presence of impurities and pote
tial fluctuations, it seems to be unlikely that a FE recom
nation exists at low temperatures (T<4.2 K). The quantum
efficiency of the BE recombination at low temperature
maximum among all possible recombination processes in
rect gap as well as in indirect band-gap semiconductors
the case of Si, even for very low concentrations of shall
dopants (;1013 cm23), the BE transitions dominate the P
spectra.

In SimGen SLS structures an exponential low-energy t
was already reported for the near band-gap luminescen4

Our experimental results confirm the typical LE line sha
that reflects the density-of-states. In addition, we find
dominance of the low-energy component at high excitat
power, a linear dependence of the PL intensity on excita
power, and a long radiative lifetime (;40–50 ms). All our
results clearly identify the low-energy component as due
recombination of LE.

The high-energy component shows a dominance at
excitation powers, a Gaussian line shape, a sublinear de
dence of the PL intensity on excitation power, and a fas
radiative lifetime (;7 –10 ms). All these properties are
characteristic of BE recombination.

The energy separation between LE and BE increases
Ge layer thickness in the SimGen SLS from 9 meV in Si6Ge4
l
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to 12 meV in Si9Ge6. In the case of SimGen SLS, electrons
are confined in the Si layers and holes in Ge layers, beca
of the type-II band alignment. As the thickness of the G
layer decreases, the excitons are constrained to move in
dimensions rather than three dimensions and the probab
of exciton hopping and/or tunneling to the deeper states
the fluctuating potential becomes reduced. Similar expla
tions were given in Si-SiGe-Si quantum wells17 and
GaAs-GaSb-GaAs20 superlattices. Moreover, the binding e
ergy of the excitons also depends on the symmetry of
wave function. With decreasing well thickness the groun
state wave function of the exciton becomesp type and the
binding energy becomes almost half of that of ans-type
wave function. At present, it is not possible to specify whi
mechanism is more effective for the variation of LE bindin
energy.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper we presented a study of the strong n
band-edge PL transitions in SimGen SLS with different pe-
riod lengths. Two different excitonic transitions contribute
the NP band-edge PL. From the excitation power dep
dence of the PL spectra and time-resolved PL, we attrib
the low-energy component to a LE recombination and
high-energy component to a BE recombination.
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